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NUCLEAR EXCAVATION
FOR CANAL POSSIBLE

A call for public hearings before a decision is made to use
nuclear explosives in the excavation of a sea level canal was
issued by the Committee for Nuclear Information follmvin~
President Johnson’s announcement that a sea level canal is
to be built.

While the president’s announcement said nothing about tbe
use of nuclear explosives, this possibility has been much dis-
cussed and the last Congress appropriated five million dollars
for a survey.

“If plans were for the use of conventional explosives:’ said
tbe statement issued by Glenn Jfoller, CNI president, “it
would seem IIkely that the conversion of the present canal
into a sea-level canal would have been mentioned as one of
the possibilities, since this would cost only about half as nmch
as the cheapest new canal. Using nuclear methods would be
far cheaper than either a new or converted canal dug by con-
ventional methods.”

A detailed report cm “nuclear digging>] has been prepared
for CNI by Michael Friedlander, associate professor of
physics at Washington University and appears in the current
issue of the Cmmnittee,s publication, Scientist and Citkzex.

The report points out that “The advantage of nuclear
methods, from the point of view of cost, is clear. Not w clear
are the risks which may arise . .>>

According to this analysis, some fallout would result from
the cratering explosions. Despite suggestions for moving
seved thousands of people from the vicinity of the canal site,
some permanently and some tem~rarily, to avoid direct
exposure to the fallout, the long range effects on the various
kinds of life in the region are not known. There would be a
certain amount of radioactivity deposited on the ground
which would affect the vegetation. Studies of the effects of
radiation on pkmts in the U.S. are not applicable, as those
in Central America are different, so that special studies are
needed. Also, radiation which might otherwise be trapped,
might prove soluble when the ditch is flooded and crmld affect
marine life.

Prof. Friedlander says tbe explosive power involved in the
canal project might be as much as the total megatommge of
all nuclear bomb tests up to 1958.

Be&oreany nuclear excavation takes place, the report states,
“. . . the Atomic Energy Commission must be able to show to
the satisfaction of the scientific community and the public
that the Biological risk is acceptably small. This means study
and open publication of the results of bioenvironmental,
geological, meteorolo@ml and engineering studies and their
independent evaluation before the decision to carry out the
project becomes final:>

The report also refers to the Test Ban Treaty (see JOINT
PROJECT page .9), which forbids nuclear explosions which
deposit radioactivity on other countries. This provision has
inhibited undergmmnd experimental explosions within the
U.S. if the AEC was not able to guarantee that no radio-
activity would be vented and drift across the border.

“According to the most recent available information, we
are still a long way from having the technical problems of
a, nuclear-dug sea-level canal solved and the necessary num.
k’ of explosives stockpiledj~ the CNI statement concluded.

(Cm. for Nuck%r Information,
News Release, 1.v90164.)

NEW DIRECTION IN
DEFENSE TALKS

For the past six months, disarmament proposals seemed
to be marking time, and the headline news was of defense
policy, the U.S. pm-election debate, and the controversial
proposal for a NATO multilateral force. Within about six
weeks, the headlines have changed markedly: the U.S. and
most other NATO countries are seeking harmony in the
alliance and new approaches to the MLF problem; and dis-
armament (or arms control) proposals are again in the news,
especially steps to prevent further “proliferation” of nuclear
weapons.

While there were few efforts as yet to make New Year’s
predictions, it seemed clear that the changes and next steps
were closely related to other headline news about the five
“Great Powers.” Communist China, having become the fifth
nuclear power, showed no sign of softening its quarrels with
either the Soviet Union or the U.S. President Johnson had his
election triumph and man to pursue his own policies. Britain
elected a La,bcn’Government, pledged to more disarmament ef-
forts and defense changes. The Soviet Government, following
Khrushchev’s ouster, was under new leadership. And D+
Gaulle, insistent on his concept of French and European,
independent strength, seemed ready for a showdown over
NATO and Western defense policy.

Multilateral Force
Since last spring, the U.S. has been pushing for creation

of a special NATO surface fleet, armed with nuclear missiles,
under multi-national direction but retaining a U.S. veto on
use of the weapons. (See June Newsktb’ for background.)
Tbe proposal was designed mainly to give European allies,
especially West Germany, more effective participation in
NATO’s nuclear deterrent, and to counter tbe French insist
ence on %uclear independence.~’

By late fall, howe?=er, only the U.S. and West Germany
still were in favor of the joint surface fleet as a means of
strengthening NATO. DeGaulle was attacking the MLF,
and NATO, at every turn, while pushing through a five year
plan for Francek nuclear ‘<force de frappe.’, The Soviet
Union had always opposed the MLF especially in terms of
giving Germany any access to nuclear weapons. More r%
cently, there were hinti that if the MLF were set up, tbe
East European bloc might be forced to create a Warsaw Pact
counterpart. Then Britain’s Labor Party, long skeptical of
the MLF, indicated that it would seek a new look at NATO
defenses.

And finally, President Johnson took his own new leak at
the fleet controversy and the divisions in the Western alliance,
and began to stress that U.S. policy was %axible.”

In December, the winds of change blew up a flurry of new
headlines. First,, Britain’s new Prime Minister Wilson and
President Johnson held talks which apparently covered the
whole range of defense and disarmament policies. Most im-
portant, Wilson outlined new proposals for a broadened multi-
lateral force, including submarines and bombers, to which Brit-
ain would contribute. Secondly, NATO held its annual Council
meeting in an unexpected atmosphere of harmony. The U.S.
gave heavy emphasis to its commitment to the defense of West-
ern Europe and, privately, its intention to “consult” DeGaulle
on the strategy of defense. With the tacit consent of DeGauIIe
and the U. S., it was ag-i-eedthat Britain, West Germany, and

(Continued 0. Page 3)
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JOINT PROJECT–ATOMS-for-PEACE?
(SeeCANAL Page 1)

The possibility of joint East-West projects using nuclear
explosives for mining and excavation was raised by atomic
experts from the Soviet Union and Rumania at the Atoms-
for-Peace Conference in Geneva last September. The Soviet
overtures, although made informallyon ascientistAo-scientist
basis, mark a dramatic reversal in the Russian attitude tc-
wards Project Plowshare, the AEC’S program for developing
peaceful uses of nuclear explosives. Six years ago at the
last Atoms-for-Peace Conference, the Soviets accused the
U. S.of using Plowshare as a. disguise for continuing atomic
weapuns development during the moratorium on weapons
testing beginning at that time.

Plowshare Inhibited by Nuclear Test Ban Treaty
Ona number of wcasions American officials have said that

the tennsof the nuclear test ban treaty inhibit wide use of
nuclear explosives for peaceful purposes. The treaty says,
in efl%et, that fallout from underground nuclear tests—
which the treaty sanctions—must be confined to the national
boundaries of the blast. In the light of previous Soviet
intramigence, A.merim.n.officials were never very optimi~tic
that thetreaty could be easily amended to exempt Plowshare
detonations from this restriction. The U. S. had proposed
such an exemption and the Soviets ~etoed it. The prospect
for treaty amendment now seems less remote in the light of
this Soviet interest in Plowshare activities. (Wa.dt. Post,
9/13/64)

New Panama Canal Contemplated
With President Johnson’s announcement Dee. 18 that the

U. S, intends to press for a. new sea level canal in Central
America, there vwmld swmto be additional reason fcm wcmk-
ing out the problems of peaceful nuclear explosives in rela,-
tion to the test ban treaty. U. S. officials said that pr-
eliminary air surveys would help to determine whether the
use of nuclear or conventional means would be mm-e feasible
in the building of the new canaL Nuclear excavation would
be much cheaper but technical preblems could preclude em.
ployment of this method. If the use of nuclear devices is
proved feasible, the officials added, provisions of the nuclear
test ban treaty wwmld be relevant. However, the decision of
feasibility may not be reached for three or four years.
Feasibility studies, which will consider four possible routes,
are scheduled to begin as mm as President Johnson names a
five-man civilian commission for the job. (Wash. Post,
12/19/64 &12/22/64; seealso Newsletter, 3/64).

SCIENCE AND CULTURE
The Winter 1965 issue of DAEDALUS, the Journal of the

American Academy of Arts andt?,eienms, has been entirely
devoted to articles on the general subject of .%ie.nm and
Culture. Of special interest are the articles “The Estab-
lished Dissenters” by Don K. price, “Science in Modern
Culture” by Eric Weil, and “Science and Man’s NatumP~ by
Ren6 Dubos. The articles go into great depth in trying to
pin down, therfJe of science in modern life, one even mmpar-
ing science in the present day (and its threat to freedom) to
that of themediew+l Church in Euroue. The issue as awbole
is thought-provoking.
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BODEGA HEAD NUCLEAR POWER
REACTOR CANCELLED

Ending a controversy of several years standing, Pacific ‘ +
Gas & Electric Co., the nation’s largest investor-owned
utility, has decided to withdraw its application for an AEC
permit to build a 325,000 electrical kilowatt boiling water
reactor at the south end of Bodega Head on Calif ornia’s
northern seacoast. The immediate cause of the decision was
a report from the AEC’S Division of Reactor Licensing which
makes safety reviews of reactor licensing applications. The
report concluded that “Bodega Head is not a suitable location
for the proposed nuclear power plant at the present state of
our knowledge”.

Conflicting lteportso% S’afetgAspect
In reaching its conclusion, the AEC’S regulatory staff dif-

fered, apparently for the first time, with the AEC’S Advisory
Cammittee on Reactor Safeguards which gave a favorable
report on the Bodega Head project. Tbe difference of opinion
concerned the safety aspect arising from the fact that the
proposed reactor site was approximately 1000 feet west of
the earthquake-prone San Andreas fault zone. In the event
of an earth shock, the reactm could be subjected. not only
to vibrational stresses but also to differential ground move-
ment. The latter, according to the U. S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey and the U. S, Geological Survey, might be in the 2-3-
foot range. Although Pacific Gas & Electric felt that poten-
tial earth shock effects would be much less, the company had
reworked its structural design for the reactor to meet the
possibility of the more drastic effects. What the company
submitted was a “pedestal concept”, calling for 3 feet of
radial clearanee between the outside of the reactor contain-
ment building and the inside of the 98-foot-deep containment
pit. The containment structure was to he founded on a layer
of sand which, the company believed, would allow horizontal
movement of the structure of up to 3 feet without harm to
the structure or to its containment function.

,.-,

The AEC’S Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards,
while recognizing that the reactor site would probably receive
at least one major earth shock during its lifetime, believed
nevertheless that Pacific Gas & Electric “has proposed
methods for mechanical and structural design to meet the
predicted seismic occurrences”.However, the Division of
Reactor Licensing did not agree. The report of the licensing
staff acknowledged that “a new method is proposed for safe-
guarding tbe Bodega Head reactor against differential
ground movement of its foundation rock. This is not in itself
a cause for concern”. Instead, according to the report, “what
is of concern is the lack of any experimental or experience
proof-test of the proposed novel method that could form an
acceptable basis for the required safety evaluation. Because
of the magnitude of possible consequences .of a major rupture.
in the reactor containment accompanied by a failure of
emergency equipment, we do not believe that a large nuclear
power reactor should be the subject of a pioneering construc-
tion effort based on unverified engineering principles, how-
ever sound they rn:y appear to be.”

Opposttaom from Citizens’ Groups
Since mid-1062, when Pacific Gas & Electric purchased 225

acres of Bodega Head, the company has had to fight a
running battle with local and state citizens’ groups opposed
to tbe nuclear power project. Initially the issues at stake
were related to conservation and land use, and, in the course
of the controversy, the leader of the opposition — the North-
ern California Association To Preserve Bodega Head and
Harbor, Inc. — grew from twehw to nearly 2,000 members.
However, each attempt of this group to halt the project met
with failure, as the fight was carried from the county to
state level and finally’ to the Supreme Cmart of California.
The state and local authorities would not judge the safety ,.=
issue, apparently leaving this question to the AEC. Now that
Pacific Gas & Electric has lost on the technical question of
engineering, the California opposition is looking forward to ~‘
the further job of making Bodega Head into a state park.
(Chmnical & Engineering New8, 11/9/64; AEG Eslaxe,
10/27/64; Nuclear Znfomation, 4/64).
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS
LISTEN TO LEADERSIN SCIENCE,by Albert Love and James

,%~5~~Childem (ed.). New York: David McKay CO., 1965.

This book is primarily intended for use by young people
contemplating a career in science, describing in detail the
various specialties available. It is written by literate men
who are excellent, each in his field, at informative and en.
thusiastic salesmanship in the cause of science. After read-
ing tbe collection, however, it is obvious that the multiple
authors differ markedly in their opinions of their responsi-
bilities, and the place of science in swiety, and that they
have unwittingly pi-cdueed a series of position papers. They
run the gamut from Jackson W. Foster’s benign view of
biological war fare —BW for short (miarobidogg), to Roger
Revelle’s confidence that the need to farm the sea may unite
mankind (ooeamgmphg). Glenn T. Sea.berg (chemistry) simp-
ly lauds technology and avoids the rest. “In the home, we
have color photography, hi.fi, the fabrics woven of the new
miracle fibers that will not spot, stain, or wear out, and the
plastic baby bottle.’>

Foster’s article strikes a worrisome note: ‘<these very
substantial programs (biological warfare) sponsored by the
U.S. Government are comparable to those in chemical war-
fare and atomic bombs. It isamatkrof keeping our powder
dry for reprisal in case we are attacked first.’, The article
by James F. Crow (genetics) continues to evoke worry, “it is
a fortunate accident of history that the mutation producing
effects of radiation were understood before the discovery of
nuclear energy; otherwise we might have been more careless
in weapons testing and in disposal of radioactive wastes.
There is a less well understood but possibly more important
risk in the vast new ztore of chemicals that we come in mn-
tact with daily. It is not at all unlikely that among the
variety of chemicals in smog, food additives, cosmetics,

~, fabrics, and insecticides, there are some that am more harm-
ful to man’s genetic future than the radiation we bear so
much ah.mt.. I hope that in the future tests for mutagenic
potency will become a standard part of the routine testing
of new chemicals of widespread me.,, Ee does not doubt,
however, that if causes and effects -were understood that
man could direct his own evolution wisely. “Na,t”ral selec.
tion is cruel, blundering, slow, and lacking in foresight.It
has no criterion of excellence except the capacity to mrvive.
. . . Selection unde~ individual human control could be
different.”

George A. Miller (psychology) shows concern over the
power that knowledge of man’s mind gives to other men.
“Some psychologists are confident that when we finally have
improved techniques for manipulating people, we will use
them in a benign and enlightened manner. But I can,t help
wondering about who will control the controllers.,, B“t he
goes on to say, “science is ethically neutral,” and “I doubt
if it will come in my lifetime.’>

Revelle (oceanography) takes a more hopeful stand in his
statement, “the ocean waters are indivisible, and events in
one part of the sea eventually have profound effects at
great distances. The scientific study of the sea is not only a
natural fidld of international scientific cooperation, b“t such
cooperation is necessary if human understanding of the
oceans is to keep pace with human needs.~~ And Henry G.
Houghton (meteorology) also finds, “weather ignores na.
tiwm,l boundaries; close international cooperationis both
natural and necessary.,>

Some of the differences in viewpoint are inherent in the
fields af stmdy, some m-e inherent in the men who wrote the
book, but the varying opinions are in themselves informative
to one who may read the book in an attempt to “evaluati
science” as a potential career, or a historical phenomenon.

/----
(COnt. fr0mpage4) -

acceptance letter, he wrote, “The population explosion has
‘ “already become one of the most critical world problems of

our time and daily grows more serious. It threatens to
smother the economic progress of many nations and en-
dangers the free world struggle for peace and security.

NEW DIRECTIONS

(Continued from Page One)

several other NATO members would undertake further nego-
tiations on the form and substance of a multilateral force.
(N.Y. Times, 12/9, 12/17.)

The “Proliferation” Problenz
Communist China’s nuclear test has given new drive to the

long-standing effort ‘m find ways of checking the spread of
nuclear weapons. Most world leaders apparently continue to
agree that it is bad enough that the existing nuclear Powers
can’t yet be disarmed, and that time is running out for any
efforts to forestall a new multi-national arms race.

Late in 1961 (after France entered the “nuclear club”),
the UN General Assembly unanimously appwved a recom-
mendation, the so-called “Irish proposal:’ that States which
had nuclear capacity should not transfer weapons or aid in
their development by others, while non-nuclear States would
pledge nottoacquire their own nnclearanns. The U.S. and
many others have favored an international agreement along
these lines, and the problem has been discussed a gcod deal
at the Geneva disarmament conference and in pri~ate U.S.-
Soviet talks. Forover ayear, thepossibilityof formal agree-
merit has been in suspense, since the Soviet Union insists that
the NATO force proposal was incompatible with “non-
proliferation?’

Meanwhile, the U.S. is giving increasing attention to
methods of curbing the spread of weapons and also to
promoting safeguards on peaceful atomic energy programs.
In addition to U.S. proposals at the Gene”a Conference
(see March Newstdter), examples are the U.S. effort to
assign safeguard tasks to the International Atomic Energy
Asenc~ and a recent adreement whereby the IAEA will in-
sp~ct ‘the operations ~f ~ U.S. powe; reactor at Rowe,
Massachusetts.

The new wave of urgency to get some agreement or action
was underlined by President Johnson’s announcement, on
Nov. l,that he had asked forareview of the “proliferation”
problem by a spwia,l committee, headed by RoN-W L.
Gilpatric, until recently an Under Secretary of Defense.

The Committee is h study the whole field of U.S. policies
concerning the spread of military and peaceful programs,
and recommend steps to be taken by the U. S., alone or
with others. (N.Y. Times, 11/1, 11/21.)
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NONCONTACTING TRANSDUCERS–
LIE DETECTION AT A DISTANCE?

“we ~eFeId . . . b an e.mlnation of the present rOle ad
ultimate performance of transducers, partictdarly as to the
ways in which the possibiliti~ inherent in their development
might affect the relations between persons and nations.

“One of the consequences of Heisenberg% principle in
physics may be stated simply as indicating that the measur-
ing instrument in some way, however slight, always fiects
the measurement. Nowhere is this more true than in the
field of biology and medicine All transducers load the
phenomenon being observed . . . The act of handling or even
speaking to a patient affects, sometimes markedly, the condi-
tion of a patient . . . In order to obtain true results from an
animal or a patient, it, is necessary to use more subtle
me=uring methods to obtain indications from a state as little
altered as possible.

“Transducers are now available which prcduce a minimum
of discomfort tp the patient and can be left ingested or im-
planted for long periods. It is instructive to consider con-
ceptually how far these principles might be carried to the
limit by making completely noncontacting transducers which
would not be attached to the patient by any methods palpable
by him or of which he is otherwise aware.

,,It is common in psychophysiology to mOnitir, amOng oth-
ers, the following phenomena: respiration, temperature, gal-
vanic skin resistance, blind pressure, pulse and electrocardio-
gram. A number of the pw+sibilities for mewuring these
phenomena from a distance (10 M.) are considered. With
the possible exception of the electrocardiogram which appears
to be the most difficult. it seems that known technics should
be capable of measuring these parameters although nit yet
at the desired distance. . . .

“We list some of these applications as follows:
1. Lie Detectors. In scientific interrogation it is common to

use polygraph recorders measuring some of the phenomena
referred to. Special schwls for the interpretation of such
recordings have been established to train police oficers and
investigate personnel. The availability of some of the tech-
nics considered would make possible much less inhibitid re-
sponses, leaving aside the moral question of whether such
contacts should be made without the subject’s consent.

2. Cm.wt Pmmaluws. Judges and juries take cognizance
of those physiologic parameters which they can observe
with their inherent electronic transducers. Considerable at-
tention is paid to the timbre of a witness’ voice, the rate at
which he speaks, the flushing of his face and possible swea&
ing in making a judgment as to whether he is telling the
truth. Such judgments, if not rendered more accurately with
the technics proposed, would at least be based on more infor-
mation and less biased guesses. Already devices are under
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development for integrating measurements of glossal motion,
acoustic speech, respiration and oral temperature from a
single transducer. *

3. 1% Diplcwuwg; The installation of such equipment in (*
diplomatic offices and at international conference sites might ~~
do much to encourage veracity on the part of the partici-
pants, or would at least make statements of policy, which are
part of the political line of the particular country, much
more readily appreciated in their true values.

4. In Esm”onage and SUrvdlkmce. The availability of such
equipment might make less necessary the installation of
~,black boxes>, for nuclear blast detection. It” might be s~-
cient merely to examine a number of the representatives of
the countries involved with or without their consent “sing
the technics we have considered. The United Nations would
perhaps be one of the prime prospects for the development
and purchase of such equipment. In political debate, cer-
tainly every forum should be equipped with one of these
devices . . .

5. The art of elect~onic eawsdvopping has already been
carried to considerable ~erfection. Most of the DubIiShed
methods still require some equipment installed in “tie room
under surveillance. The recording of convemation from a
distance might be made possible by a modification of the
ultrasonic Doppler radar . . . operating from the laryngeal
vibrations . . .

“The methods considered here are only those which have
first cecurred to us. Undoubtedly, much better ones ‘can be
conceived.”

(Carl Berldey, in the December, 1963, issue of
Medical Etectmonics, “Possibilities for Nwmm-
tacting Transducers/$)

TWICE AS MUCH FOOD IN 1994
The present population growth rate of Asia, Africa and

Latin American is 2.5% or ereater. A rate of 2.5% oer wear
will double the population &ery 28 years.” Accoid;n~””~ the
U.N. Provisional Report cm World Population Prospects the,
world population will double the 1960 figure of 3,ooO million
by thee end of this century. This figwre may well be consem?a.
tive if the fertility mate is maintained together with a d~ine
in mortality.

Consequently the world% food supply must be doubled in
the next thirty years in order tp continue to feed people at
the present level. In some countries where the rate of growth
is above 2.57. and where the population is already at the
subsistence point, famine is now practically certain.

President Eisenhower has reversed his 1959 view that the
U.S. Government should stay out of tlie birth control pmmm-
tion in underdeveloped countries, and agreed to serve a.q CO-

chairman of the honorary sponsors council of Planned par.
enthcwd — World Population with President Truman. In his

(Cont. on page 3)
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